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On 6 February 2022, Her Majesty Queen Elizabeth the Second, became the first British Monarch 
to celebrate a Platinum Jubilee, which is a celebration of 70 years of Her Majesty’s accession 
to the throne. Her Majesty has touched the lives of millions of Queenslanders and a range of 
activities will be held across our state to celebrate this special milestone. 

For further information please visit www.qld.gov.au/platinumjubilee DP
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Imperial State Crown of the United Kingdom
The Imperial State Crown is one of the Crown Jewels of the United Kingdom and was worn by The Queen following her Coronation 
ceremony. The Crown is also usually worn by The Queen at the State Openings of the Parliament of the United Kingdom.
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Platinum Jubilee cake
A Platinum Jubilee cake was presented to The Queen to celebrate her 70th year on the throne. 
The following cake is decorated with Australia’s logo of the 2022 Platinum Jubilee.
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Buckingham Palace
Buckingham Palace in London has been used by The Queen and 
her family as their official residence. The Queen often stands on the 
balcony of Buckingham Palace to greet the public. The Palace also 
hosts many important meetings and events for the Royal Family.
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Pembroke Welsh Corgi
The Corgi is The Queen’s most favourite dog. 
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The Royal Standard Flag
The Royal Standard is a flag that represents the Sovereign. The Royal Standard is flown on top of any building where The Queen is staying, such as 
when she is in residence in one of the Royal Palaces, on The Queen’s car on official journeys and on aircraft (when on the ground).
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Australian 50c coin
All Australian coins have an image of Queen Elizabeth the Second shown on one side. 
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